Homework Tasks (Woodpecker Class Year 5 and Year 6):


Writing: Please complete your writing task – see separate sheet. This is also stuck in your
yellow writing homework book.



Please confirm completion via SeeSaw by Wednesday 23rd June.




Spelling: A spelling test on Week 2 list of words given, will take place next Friday.
Multiplication Facts: A test of a variety of multiplication facts will take place every
Thursday. Please practise all facts up to 12 x 12. A test of a variety of number bond facts
will take place every Tuesday.
Reading: You are expected to do at least 1 hour of independent reading at home, every
week. Please get a parent/carer to sign below on SeeSaw that you have done this, as there
are no home reading records in Woodpecker Class:



Signature:................................................................................

Year 5 Homework Writing Task
Look at the picture below and write a short story based on the ideas it
gives you. The expectation is that you write at least two paragraphs that
are correctly punctuated throughout including capital letters, closing
sentence punctuation marks (as appropriate), commas, parenthesis and
inverted commas for speech. Ensure you read back each sentence to check
it makes complete sense. Use your best, joined handwriting.

Story Starter
In the deepest, darkest depths of the forest,
His disguise hadn’t worked, but that didn’t
thought he was safe. Mr. Wolf didn’t think
exactly where he was. He could sense him.
almost taste him…

Mr. Wolf waited.
concern him. Now, the boy
he was. Mr. Wolf knew
He could smell him. He could

If you are stuck for some ideas, here are some questions to help inspire
you:
Who is they boy, where is he and why is he being chased?
What kind of character do you think Mr. Wolf is?
How do you think Mr. Wolf found the boy?
Why is he dressed in a suit?
What is it like for the boy inside the tree?
How is the boy feeling? How is the wolf feeling?
If you were inside the tree, how would you escape?

Challenge:
Can you invert the story? Write the story from the wolf’s point of view,
with him being chased by the boy.

Year 6 Homework Writing Task
Look at the picture below and write a short story based on the ideas it
gives you. The expectation is that you write at least three paragraphs
that are correctly punctuated throughout including capital letters, closing
sentence punctuation marks (as appropriate), commas, parenthesis and
inverted commas for speech. Ensure you read back each sentence to check
it makes complete sense. Use your best, joined handwriting.

Story Starter
In the deepest, darkest depths of the forest,
His disguise hadn’t worked, but that didn’t
thought he was safe. Mr. Wolf didn’t think
exactly where he was. He could sense him.
almost taste him…

Mr. Wolf waited.
concern him. Now, the boy
he was. Mr. Wolf knew
He could smell him. He could

If you are stuck for some ideas, here are some questions to help inspire
you:
Who is they boy, where is he and why is he being chased?
What kind of character do you think Mr. Wolf is?
How do you think Mr. Wolf found the boy?
Why is he dressed in a suit?
What is it like for the boy inside the tree?
How is the boy feeling? How is the wolf feeling?
If you were inside the tree, how would you escape?

Challenge:
Can you invert the story? Write the story from the wolf’s point of view,
with him being chased by the boy.

